
New clergy appointments around Waiapu: 
Richard Vialoux, Mount Maunganui Parish; Craig Smith, Heather Flavell, Tim Delaney, Hawke’s 
Bay Ruahine mission team; Peter Minson, Taupo; Arthur Bruce, Opotiki; John Hebenton, Gate Pa; 
Jenny Dawson,  Bishop’s Chaplain, Hawke’s Bay.
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you as we travel together. Blessings to you this 
day, and the next and beyond.

Arohanui
+ David, Bishop of Waiapu.

Approaching an End and Beyond

To provide a context, both chronological 
and geographical, I write these words 
on the evening of 17th November 
whilst at Titoki Healing Centre during 

a two day meeting of Standing Committee.  It 
has been a long and productive day, in fact, now 
that I think on it for a moment, it has been a long 
and I pray, productive year.  And it is not over 
yet.  As I glance at my calendar, I wonder how 
I will possibly fit in all that needs-to-be done 
between now and the Feast of the Nativity and 
the conclusion of 2011.  

What I think I know is this: some of the things 
that I think need to be done will be done, whilst 
other things that I think need to be done will be 
left undone.  To which I would say, and believe 
God says: “Let it be.”  I reckon that would make 
for good liturgy, what do you think?  

What I also think I know is that before I turn 
around and say W-A-I-A-P-U five times fast, 
the Feast of the Nativity and New Year would 
have come and would have gone.  Odd isn’t it, 
as we get older, time goes from “marching on-
to sprinting-on” (I digress).  And hopefully, 
sometime in early January, I will be lounging 
under a shade-tree in the yard of the Episcopal 
Residence, reading a wonderful cheap 
paperback novel, perhaps nursing a G-and-T on 
a hot Hawke’s Bay afternoon and enjoying the 
gentle swinging of the hammock upon which I 
thankfully rest.  

Pondering that idyllic prospect feels really 

good; however there are a number of things 
which I must not bypass along the way in order 
to expeditiously make my way to said idyllic 
image.  We have Christmas Parties and, believe-
you-me, there will be many, I suspect double 
digit in number. We have installations of new 
priests, orientations for new priests and, God 
willing, the appointment of new priests.  And 
there are many other things written down on 
the calendar, sitting right there in the middle-
of-the-road between now and Christmas.
  
I suppose what I want to say here is, I don’t want 
to miss is a single thing. Oh, of course, there will 
be some things left undone, and I can live with 
that and I pray the same for you.  But the things 
I will do, I want to be really present, I want to 
savour, I want to enjoy every single solitary 
moment of each and every thing.  And I do 
hope the same for you.  It has been an extremely 
long and, sometimes, less-than-easy year.  And 
I suspect there may be a bump or two in the 
aforementioned road, between this moment 
now as my fingers press these keys and the day 
we celebrate Jesus’ birth and the close of the 
year and when I eventually find my way to that 
awaiting hammock.  But again, I do not want to 
wish away anything between now and then.  

What I think I know about Advent is that it is 
something of a hikoi and this journey along the 
road has as its destination the re-visitation of 
a new beginning.  And that is seriously Good 
News indeed.  I hope and pray that we pay 
particular attention to all the wondrous sights 
and sounds along the way, on and off road, 
between now and then, and yes, beyond.  I hope 

From Bishop David

and pray that in each ADVENT-moment we will 
experience and gather the very taonga which 
we ultimately bring with us on that Bethlehem 
night, and again, and beyond.  And I hope and 
pray the absolute best for each and every one of 

Bishop David at the Auckland Marathon.
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Anglican Youth Ministries Camp at Akitio
Rev’s Dr Jenny Dawson installed at

St John’s Cathedral as Bishop’s Chaplain
for Hawke’s Bay, on November 24th.

Centennial for the wharenui Te Poho o Kahungunu at Rongomaraeroa Marae, Porangahau. Archbishop Averill opened the meeting house in 1911.

Westshore no nite cam
p at lunchtime 

(sausages and marsh
mallows cooked on 

a riverbank fire) on t
he Esk River

Comings and goings around Waiapu

Members of the St Luke’s Rotorua Youth group joining the World Cup Parade to the Rotorua Fanzone 
Human Christmas trees - Children’s ministry 

workshop on Christmas ideas
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oil-burning that others endured. 

So thank you to all the good people who worked 
so hard to make a difference. The tangata whenua 
of the coastal strip from Tauranga to Te Kaha 
were amazingly accommodating of our presence. 
They respected our efforts and made us welcome. 
The Maketu Surf Lifesaving Club hosted us for 
afternoon tea. From the experts to the children, 
our coastal community learnt how much Kiwis, 
and also many from overseas, cared enough 
to help out. Most importantly they learnt how, 
for such a good cause, the community can pull 
together in such a powerful way.

process taking place made us realise further 
just how tragic the situation was: the huge 
albatrosses still oozing oil many hours after 
being uplifted and the picture of pure agony 
that they displayed brought us all to tears. 
The following day while searching Newdicks 
Beach we came across floundering penguin and 
petrels. The seas were wild and dangerous and 
we could only watch as they struggled to launch 
their heavily oiled bodies from the sea, only 
to be pulled under again for the last time. As I 
tried to process this I decided that maybe this 
drowning of many was a more peaceful way to 
go rather than the long suffering of corrosive-

Pearly shells glisten as they are washed 
by the outgoing tide. Their chattering 
as they are swirled together has 
never sounded sweeter. It’s easy to 

be mesmorised by all this beauty but the stark 
reminder, of what has been before, lies a few 
metres up the beach. Oil is now scattered, mainly 
hidden way beyond high tide in little doughy 
clumps the size of a generous 50 cent piece. 
Never again will I ever take this sweet sight for 
granted. The happy scene of clean, contented 
wildlife, with absolutely no trace of the oiled fish 
and black ‘cowpats’, the concealers of dead birds, 
that once scattered the tide line, is what we must 
fight to keep. Always I will remember the grim 
scenes that appeared overnight in early October.

The day started with the news of the Rena. At 
first the name was not at all familiar. It was not 
real and in all the turmoil the name refused to 
stick, but as time went on we all became familiar 
with the name ‘Rena’, like the name of our next 
door neighbour. And certainly Rena has become 
our neighbour and maybe for yet another year. 
Right now the feeling towards the Rena is not one 
of anger. The oil is gone. It no longer threatens 
our shores. The outcome was better than ever 
imagined. Yes, there are still the containers 
hanging out into space, but the dreaded oil has 
been saved and safely stored away. 

Those wonderful men who spent many grim days 
walking through the toxic sludge, who quietly 
carried out the well thought-out plans, who 
proved it could work and then yet again stepped 
up and improved the concept, are the saviours 
of the environment and of our little piece of 
paradise. In those first few days we all wanted to 

Cynthia Harnor describes what it has been 
like being on the front line in the Bay of Plenty 
following Rena’s oil spill.

vent our anger but it was not anger that achieved 
the best outcome, it was faith in skilled people, 
in brainstorming and careful calculations that 
resulted in not one loss of human life and a better 
outcome for the wild life.

The day started with that news item that we will 
never forget. The initial understanding of it all 
was that there was a ship stuck. The thought of 
pollution was one that at first did not register. 
In our 34 years of living at the Mount there had 
never been a ship come to grief in such a manner. 
On that first day it occurred to only a few that the 
outcome could be catastrophic.

On the following days the calls began for 
volunteers. To answer the call was a way to 
counteract a slowly growing fire within my 
belly, a fire of anger and sadness that risked 
consuming me. That Saturday night, the first 
Saturday since the oil spill, I was there in the 
Maritime NZ tent, shoulder to shoulder with a 
couple of hundred others.

It was 2 days before that call would come. Our 
issue of protective gear was crucial. As we took 
the trip east to Pukehina we talked about what 
to expect. There would be lots of walking. We 
would be meeting the locals. This pollution of 
their coast was highly emotional and we had to 
deal with all locals sensitively when impressing 
on them the necessity to protect themselves well. 
We also had to stress that we would take care 
of wildlife and we would appreciate any help 
in locating any which caused them concern. It 
was essential to bag and classify each dead bird. 
Location of the find was also important. Sadly 
we only got to deal with the dead and by Day 3 it 
was beginning to hit home, the suffering that the 
wild life had gone through. 

A return to base one day to see the sorting 

shoulder to shoulder on the beach

Cynthia’s grandchildren respond to a dead puff fish on Mount Maunganui’s main beach: from 
left is Josiah Harnor, Jordan Lafaele, Elijah and Benjamin Harnor, Jaime and Jenaya Lafaele, with 
Catherine Harnor in the background.
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four churches, and ten congregations and fifteen 
“praying communities”, meeting for prayer during 
the week.  She has been Archdeacon of Kapiti since 
2008, overseeing parishes from Tawa to Otaki.

One of the most significant changes in the 
Pauatahanui parish recently came out of 
Plimmerton’s Church being seriously damaged by 
arson.  The Church has been rebuilt as a vibrant 
centre: chairs instead of pews, open all day, every 
day; the whole dynamic has changed.

How has Jenny ended up in Waiapu as Bishop’s 
Chaplain? Bishop David approached her about 
the possibility.  Although she felt that the parish 
of Pauatahanui had developed a lot and needed 
someone new, her immediate response was that 
she was not ready to move away from Jim.  “But 
we realised we could do it. We might even have 
naughty weekends in Woodville.” 

She was attracted to being involved with “the 
big picture stuff”; and the fact that it involves 
diverse praying communities.  “I bring quite a bit 
of experience around local shared ministry, and 
also accompanying parishes as they work out a 
future different from anything they have known.  
Also, I have been part of developing partnerships 
within ministry, particularly between clergy and 
lay, partnerships with the community, helping 
parishes figure out how they can engage better 
with the community instead of saying people must 
come to us.”

A formative experience for Jenny was being part 
of Christchurch Anglican Care and learning about 
community development; watching things grow 
and supporting them as they grew.

“I’m a rural person. My father was a fat lamb 

Jenny Dawson grew up in Darfield, 
Canterbury. She lived in Nelson Diocese for 
twelve years, both as a teacher and active lay 
person, and was ordained in the Christchurch 

Diocese in 1999.

She served a curacy in the Christchurch parish 
of Merivale, followed by five years in North New 
Brighton as Priest in Charge.  During her time there 
the parish went into local shared ministry, “which 
was a real thrill to be part of”.  From there Jenny 
moved to DEFT (Distance Education Formation 
and Training) for two years as co-director, with a 
focus on working with women.  This nation-wide 
role involved resourcing theological education and 
some LSM development.  During this time the first 
conference was held in San Francisco to do some 
of the original thinking for local shared ministry.  
“So we developed links with local shared ministry 
people in Canada, USA, England, Australia and 
Scotland, which has been really good for keeping 
in touch with the international scene.”

Jenny spent seven years as Ministry Educator 
in Christchurch, working with fourteen LSM 
parishes, working ecumenically and seeing a lot of 
people through the process of ordination.

In 2004 she moved to Wellington.  Husband 
Jim stayed in Christchurch teaching at Lincoln 
University until a position as Associate Professor 
came up at Victoria, where he is still “generally 
happily  teaching NZ history”.  

Her new role was Vicar of Pauatahanui, north 
of Porirua. This parish includes five villages, 

buyer.  ‘Which of the old ewes should go to the 
freezing works; where is the grass coming away, 
and what’s the lambing percentage like this year?’ 
That’s what both the jobs are about!  I’m intensely 
pastoral but also a bit of a strategist. One of my 
passions is ecclesiology: how the church is called 
to be church; how are we to be church; what are we 
becoming? We certainly haven’t got all the answers 
in one model.”

Jenny has three children: in Melbourne (running 
two cocktail bars), in Darfield in the old family 
home, and in Wellington. She gained her 
Licentiate in Theology before she was interested 
in ordination.  She has a BA degree in English, a 
Trained Teacher’s Certificate, a Master of Ministry 
degree (Otago) and Doctorate of Ministry 
completed this year.  Her thesis, now published, 
is about three tikanga and local shared ministry.
She used to paint landscapes, paddle in the estuary 

Jenny Dawson introduces herself and talks 
about her new role as Bishop’s Chaplain to 
Noel Hendery.

and ride a bike.  “And I am totally passionate 
about movies and will be investigating cinemas in 
Hawke’s Bay a.s.a.p.”

Jenny is attracted to being in a small diocese again, 
having been in Nelson, with a lot of rural parishes 
and some city communities too.  “Deep down I’m 
not a big city person.  I won’t miss the 30,000 cars 
going over the Paramata Bridge each day. I look 
forward to the tikanga rua aspect of this diocese. 
It’s certainly part of the history of this diocese in 
a wonderful way.  It is different in every diocese.

“I like the idea of being part of the Diocesan team 
in Waiapu because of some of the people and the 
idea of coming in as one of the senior clergy of the 
diocese and being part of dreaming about what 
the future may be.”

Jenny can be contacted at 06 834 0377.

Jenny Dawson with acting Bishop’s Chaplain Bill Bennett, Adrienne Bruce & Bishop David.

Dreaming about 
what the future may be
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to ordination and (failed) marriage:  his 
bitter alienation from family, and his abiding 
loneliness: also his happy restitution as a 
deacon by the Diocese in 1894.

•	 the presentation by members of St Columba’s 
Havelock North’s Environmental House 
group. This has been running for 20 years 
or so and has been instrumental in the 
replanting of the Karamu Stream area as one 
of the practical examples of stemming the 
declining health of the Hawke’s Bay ecosystem 
that Colenso had enjoyed in his day. They 
pointed us also to other transformative bush, 
coastal and wetland projects in Hawkes Bay. 

for all” and where, despite his frequent 
falling out with the “provincial elite”, “his life 
was an example, a sermon, and everything 
that is good and noble”.

•	 his success in business and money lending, 
and the accrual of a considerable estate  by 
the time of his death, including his trust for 
the poor and hungry.

Highlights for me personally were exploring:
•	 the fascinating and mutually influential 

contact, if fleeting often, that Colenso had 
with significant people of his time, botanists 
and scientists (like W J and Joseph Hooker 
at Kew, Ernst Dieffenbach., Dr Gustalf 
Schmidt), and the African travel writers (like 
Mungo Park and James Bruce)   - all contacts 
that  shed light on Colenso’s the man).

•	 the intellectual, evangelical, and political 
ferment of the small provincial Cornish 
town of Penzance involving many of 
Colenso’s family and friends, that would 
have been so formative for William, and 
which he worked to achieve in his small 
provincial town of Napier.

•	 how a potentially dull subject like “The 
Significant Lexical Legacy of William 
Colenso” can be so interesting and shed 
so much light on William’s complex 
personality! Not only did he have 
considerable skill at verbal abuse, but 
he used words that were past there “use 
by” date back in the UK – he was often 
“knocked up” (worn out) and “fagged”: 
he referred to “lubberly” (stupid) 
taradiddles (lies), “flapdoodle” (rubbish), 
“brainsuckers” (plagiarists), doing  
“somersets” (somersaults).

•	 Keith Newman’s insights on Colenso’s 
spiritual journey and awakening, and his 
part in the “Great Awakening” among 
Maori from 1835, his significant role  with 
te Reo and the Treaty: his long sad process 

Many of us in Napier have been 
disturbed that for over 2 years we 
are to be without our Museum. 
But we have been partly proved 

wrong. The Museum building may be closed for 
extensive re-building; but for four days we were 
shown that the spirit of the Museum is alive 
and well. A large group of enthusiasts, drawn 
from round the nation and the world, gathered 
(9 – 13 November) for two full days of lectures, 
and, covering another two days, for social events 
and a Book Launch, a river-bed tramp to the 
Ruahines or a more sedate town pilgrimage, an 
art display, a bookbinding workshop, and two 
commemorative choral services in our Cathedral.

The aim of the four days was “to bring a figure 
from the nineteenth century and let him walk 
among us today” (Douglas Lloyd Jenkins, 
Director of the Hawke’s bay Gallery, who 
organised the celebration.)

The ever-fascinating figure of Hawke’s Bay‘s 
first pakeha resident and missionary – 
William Colenso – attracted a wide spread of 
professional academics and amateur collectors 
and enthusiasts, museum buffs and historians, 
writers, journalists and linguistic specialists, 
clerics, botanists and orchid specialists, 
ecologists, gardeners, educationists and political 
scientists, genealogists and family members and 
descendants, lawyers, and people with a general 
intellectual interest… Enough to make the 
provincial head swirl!!  

All present were touched, if not obsessed, by the 
man who was a prolific writer and prodigious 
thinker, “so many things – everybody has their 
own Colenso” (Peter Wells, whose new book 
“The Hungry Heart” was launched during the 

Murray J Mills reports on Napier’s celebration 
of William Colenso Bicentenary.

events). As the programme notes listed, there 
is plenty to choose from – “explorer, printer, 
missionary, dissident, intellectual, reprobate, 
immoral person, Cornishman, pakeha tohunga, 
“prince of humbugs”, fond father/bad father, 
insightful individual, politician, father of New 
Zealand botany or ‘species’ monger”.

The presentations proved fascinating and for me 
the 12 plus hours went quickly! The words and 
overheads, which will be available in full, in print 
and on DVD later, covered:
•	 William Colenso’s family roots, early 

influences and Cornish heritage:
•	 his evangelical background (“The candle 

of the Lord shone upon my head, and I 
rejoiced in its beauty”), missionary call and 
remarkable pioneering work, and battles 
with Anglican church authorities:

•	 as “a fervent disciple of nature”, his rich 
contribution to North Island botany, and 
our knowledge of, and naming of, “the 
empire of plants” especially native orchids, 
which was to earn him membership of the 
Royal Society:

•	 the vast storehouse of his personal and 
endless public writing over many years, his 
prolific publishing and printing.

•	 his intense intellectual enquiry, and 
notably his drive to establish and maintain 
the Hawke’s Bay Philosophical Institute. 
With its regular lectures and published 
papers “on all intelligent subjects”, and its 
carefully identified and recorded artefacts 
and specimens, it had a distinctive place 
in the development of Napier and was the 
forerunner of the Hawke’s Bay Museum.

•	 his involvement from the late 1850s in public 
life with stints as Provincial Councillor of 
Napier, Provincial Treasurer, and Member 
of Parliament : and as Schools Inspector 
1861-4 and 1872-8 where he had a high 
commitment to “quality secular education 

everybody has their own colenso

Bishop John Bluck preaching at the 
Colenso commemorative Eucharist in 
Waiapu Cathedral.

Continued on page 7
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Obviously any series like this could not cover 
all possibilities. There was a noticable lack 
in the programme of a Maori perspective on 
William and Wiremu Colenso. This was not 
from want of trying: But the academic self-
selecting nature of the lectures precluded it 
at this stage – and whetted our appetites for 
future seminars. We also look forward to the 
official report of the presentations which will 
be available in full, in print and on DVD.

Playing god and designing people

They shared Colenso’s inspiration: “There is 
rapture in gazing with a trained eye on this 
wondrous world”:  

•	 the fresh (to me) light shed by Professor 
Sarah Carter of Alberta Canada, married 
to a descendant of an uncle of William, 
on the subsequent fate of Elizabeth and 
the children, Frances (Fanny) and Latimer 
(Latty) and Wiremu. While Colenso sadly 
never had contact with the women again, 

both the sons, who ended up in England 
(Wiremu in Penzance), were generously 
supported by remitted money (and 
substantial free houses) from William 
Colenso, both in his life time and from his 
Estate on his death. 

•	 the moving presentation, as a gift to the 
Museum, of four handwritten letters. 
These had been in the possesion of the 
elderly donor for 60 years. They were 

written by Colenso’s two young children in 
1851, and, couched in the loving words of 
young children; they implore their father 
to come home again. The family broke up 
in 1852.  

•	 the Cathedral Evensong honouring 
Elizabeth and her missionary work both 
in New Zealand, in the UK and in Norfolk 
Island, especially her linguistic skills, was 
a happy addition to the programme.

Professor D. Gareth Jones
Science and religion have often been portrayed 
in the popular mind as diametrically opposed 
and the assumption made that if you are a 
scientist, then you can’t be a Christian.  The 
speakers at this conference certainly proved 
that to be a fallacy.  The keynote speaker was 
Professor D. Gareth Jones, Director of the 
Bioethics Centre and Professor of Anatomy and 
Structural Biology at the University of Otago.  

Professor Jones’ two addresses, “Playing God” 
and “Designing People” challenged us to explore 
just how we would make decisions when faced 
with life situations.  For instance, how far do 
you go with ‘designer babies’ or ‘medically 
enhancing humans to defy death’?  After all, the 
perception of premature death is relative and is 
very different in Sweden and Somalia.  In the 
west a life span of 70 to 80 years will appear very 
short in 100 years time.  

Most people would agree there is nothing wrong 
with a hip replacement.  That would be seen as a 
cure for an ailment.  But what about modifying 
humans, screening for genetic disorders, pre 
implantation of donor embryos through IVF, 
for instance.  Where does therapy end and 
enhancement begin?  It may seem clear cut, 

Irecently attended the annual Pastoral/
Practical Theology Conference in 
Dunedin. This year’s theme was 
“Christian Ministry in a Scientific 

World”.  A fascinating line up of speakers 
covered a wide range of topics, from “Peak oil 
and pastoral care” to “Where is God’s blessing 
for the Infertile Couple”. 

As the conference organisers describe it, 
“Philosophers, scientists and theologians have 
sought to define the relationship between faith 
and science (somewhat unsuccessfully) since 
the earliest of times. Emerging biotechnologies 
of the 21st century serve to further demonstrate 
the complex, and unavoidable, interplay between 
science, faith and ethics. The issues emerging 
from the advent of reproductive technologies, 
stem cell therapies and genetic engineering 
technologies, for example, are not trivial, and 
are issues faced increasingly by members of 
our congregations and society in general. The 
challenge of pastoral leadership lies in both 
discerning the times in which we live and 
providing guidance rooted in sound scholarship 
and faith. Our conference this year thus seeks 
to explore the challenges of ministering in a 
scientific world, and the theological, social and 
ethical issues relevant to such an enterprise.”

and a recent phenomenon, but we have been 
in the business of modifying humans for a long 
time.  In the 19th century, vaccination against 
smallpox was seen as immoral and against God’s 
will, because it used ‘brute animals’ (cows) to 
make the vaccine.  

Professor Jones says that just because a specific 
technology is available, it does not necessarily 
mean that it should be used.  On the other hand, 
we should not be afraid of ‘designing people’ if 
the technology allows us to do so.  He says that 
what matters is that the biomedical technology 
is used to benefit people, and scientists and 
clinicians must use human creativity and 
intelligence to exercise responsible control over 
God’s created order.

Professor Grant Gillett
A group that deals with such ethical dilemmas 
in a specifically Christian context is the 
Interchurch Bioethics Council (ICBC).  “The 
Inter-Church Bioethics Council (ICBC) 
represents the Anglican, Methodist and 
Presbyterian Churches of Aotearoa, New 
Zealand.  Its role is to respond to issues in 
biotechnology that are important to the church 
membership and to the community in general.”  
Its members included another speaker at the 

Oenone Woodhams challenges us to think 
about science, faith and ethics together.

PPT conference, Prof. Grant Gillett. Grant 
is a neurosurgeon at Dunedin hospital and 
Professor of Biomedical Ethics at the Bioethics 
Research Centre, University of Otago.  

His very thought-provoking session on Faith-
Science-Ethics touched on topics such as when 
does life begin, as an organism, as a human 
soul?  How does this impact on infertility 
procedures?  How do we know when to do what 
is ‘reasonable’ rather than save life at all costs.  
He quoted a pertinent rabbinical story that 
said ‘life has an infinite value, but if a person is 
kidnapped and the ransom demanded is more 
than two years produce, then there is no moral 
imperative to pay.’

The conference left me with many more 
questions than answers, which is probably the 
mark of a good conference, and I’m sure I will 
follow bioethical debates with much interest in 
the future.

The ICBC publish resources on topical issues, 
most recently a summary of a seminar held 
at Te Papa in April, The Euthanasia Debate…
Why now?  If you are interested in finding out 
more about the Council, the website address is  
www.interchurchbioethics.org.nz.
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Archbishop David and the team in 
creative hut Walking on water

Labyrinth with buttons
Zoe Cappel- Rice and Seini Tawa in the centre of their groups ‘Bishops Hats’

amazing Three Tikanga youth Pilgrimage, rotorua, October

Imagine a rainy day on the shores of Lake Rotorua with 166 
young people gathering from all three Tikanga and about to 
embark on a weekend of pilgrimage together.  Although the 
threatened stormy weather didn’t eventuate the wet weather 

plan was put into action.

On Saturday twelve teams of relative strangers embarked on a 
day long journey visiting 12 different ‘stations’, learning to work 
together, pray together, write songs, prayers or scrolls together, 
build labyrinths with buttons, weave flax crosses,  step across 
stones in acts of faith and much more.   This was the ‘Amazing 
Pilgrimage’ with an amazing group of young people enjoying the 
company of new friends and discovering the potential of our three 
Tikanga church.

Our Pilgrimage
We came together from many places
Different names and different faces
Joined together in a Pilgrimage of Faith
In a place of love where all feel safe

Sharing our journey with the People of Christ
Creating bonds to last for life
Through ups and downs like seasons changing
If sun is shining and when it’s raining

Our faith in God is what keeps us going
Through storms and rain to keep our hearts aflame
With passion enough for all to see 
We thank our Lord who made it possible
For our faith to grow abundantly  

“The Amazing Three Tikanga Pilgrimage was a great experience 
and I thoroughly enjoyed it. It was great to make so many new 
friends from different cultures and to meet up with those I have met 
on previous youth events.  Along with learning and experiencing 
different cultures we did a range of exciting activities. The main 
event on Saturday was the amazing ‘pilgrimage’ where teams got to 
know each other as they journeyed through the different stations.  
In the evening we had ‘sing star’, table tennis or just some time to 
chill out and get to know all the other people.  I had a great time at 
Pilgrimage and if I get the opportunity I would definitely go again.” 
Aroha Te Whau, Rotorua.
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of a city. Missional worship is shaped by its 
context, just as a missional church is engaged in 
reshaping its context.

Reconciliation – Missional worship embodies 
the love and peace of Christ extended to all 
people. Within the liturgy care is taken to bring 
both people and concerns together, rather than 
push them apart. In a missional liturgy the 
peace of Christ dwells richly.

Hospitality – While we have talked a lot about 
hospitality over the decades, this still remains 
the greatest challenge to most of our churches. 
Bishops Mary Gray Reeves and Michael Purham 
have suggested that the greatest learning the 
‘inherited church’ might take from emerging 

Missional Worship Part 2

In the last issue of Waiapu News I outlined 
the traditional ways we have seen the 
relationship between worship and 
mission – inside and out, and outside 

in – and offered a third way, inside out, that 
sees worship itself as missional, not because 
it focuses on specific mission projects, but 
because it involves us in the work of liturgy.

For the past fifty years liturgy, as I noted last 
time, has been described as ‘the work of the 
people’. An older and more accurate translation, 
however, is ‘public works’. In worship we are 
doing something for and with others. We are, 
in a real way, lifting up the whole of creation to 
God. When we sing God’s praises we sing for 
all the world.

We might say, “well of course that’s what we do 
already”, but is it? Ruth Meyer and others have 
noted some aspects of missional worship that 
might point us in the right direction:

Community – Missional worship begins 
with the Triune God. In traditional liturgies 
(although only one in our own Prayer Book) the 
service begins with the words “In the name of 
God …” As we hear these words we are reminded 
that God is both our focus and our gathering 
point – as God the Trinity is in community, so 
we are called not as individuals, but as “Christ’s 
body, Christ’s work in the world.”

This corporate nature of Christian worship 
is both unique and a gift. In our highly 

individualistic culture, communities have 
become places of geographic commonality 
rather than groups of interdependent people. 
Feeding this is a consumer culture that has 
taught us all that everything in life is about 
what’s in it for us, even worship. Missional 
worship offers a counter-cultural alternative 
embodied within the dynamic community of 
interdependence that is our God.

Icon – Paul Gibson has described the liturgy 
as an “icon of God’s kingdom” within which 
we imagine (in the truest sense of the word) 
the world Jesus spoke about and modelled in 
his life among us. Missional worship will meet 
this description in the telling of God’s stories, 
making room within that for all who wish to 
enter in and become part of that story so that 
they might be shaped by and then go on to live it. 

Mission – Missional worship takes seriously 
its task of lifting the whole of creation to God. 
Within the liturgy there is a reminder and 
awareness of the world and its needs, not just in 
the intercessions, but interweaved throughout 
the service. In missional worship there will be 
a genuine awareness that the whole of creation 
stands with us.

Context – just as missional worship gathers 
up the whole world, so it is conscious of its 
immediate context. Within the missional 
liturgy those who gather will find symbols, 
images, language and music that is grounded 
in their context. We might ask ourselves how 
images of sheep, shepherds, and green rolling 
hills speak to those gathering in the middle 

Life With Brian
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churches is that hospitality goes far beyond 
a smile and handshake at the door. Missional 
worship will take seriously the call to “welcome 
all guests as Christ” (Rule of Benedict chapter 
53) and go to radical lengths to ensure all are 
included as much, or as little, as they wish. In a 
missional liturgy thought will be given to what 
might inadvertently exclude, not just those who 
are present, but all whom the liturgy gathers up.

The above aspects are not meant to be used as 
a checklist, but they are signs of something 
deeper. Ultimately missional worship will only 
happen within a missional community, soaked 
in their commitment to take their place in the 
missio Dei. When we find ourselves in that place, 
then we will be worshipping missionally.
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of the joy of the role of Ministry 
Educator to have the privilege of 
journeying round our Diocese and 
seeing people in their places of work 
and worship.  In the past few weeks I 
have been to Tolaga Bay, Porongahau, 
Woodville, Mahora and Kereru to 
name just a few destinations.  And in 
each place I am humbled once again 
by the faithfulness of those who serve 
God and their church.

The sheer variety of contexts in our 
hugely diverse Diocese is staggering.  
Yet a Waiapu ethos is definitely 
evident as a unifying factor.  It is 
difficult to sum up, and maybe I 
shouldn’t even try, but I believe our 
mission statement of Knowing Jesus 
and Making Jesus Known is a defining 
characteristic.  Whether it is through 
connections with the local marae, or 
Bible in Schools, or tai chi classes, or 
a midwinter Christmas dinner, I see 
people taking every opportunity to 
connect with those around them. 
 
We know that frightening people into 
church doesn’t work, there are sadly 
many from my generation who were 
comprehensively put off church in 
their youth through an over emphasis 
on sin and judgement.  An emphasis 
however, on making Jesus known, 
the Jesus of love and compassion 
that we understand, is a far more 
effective way of connecting with 
those who don’t know him.  Making 

The Diocesan library has 
undergone a transformation 
in the last few months and 
so a celebration was held 

to mark the completion of this long 
standing project.  Waiapu books are 
now fully catalogued and searchable 
online through the John Kinder 
Theological Library ANGLICAT 
search function.   Guest of honour was 
Helen Greenwood from the Kinder 
Library, situated at St John’s College, 
Auckland.  Helen has done most of the 
cataloguing, in between fulfilling her 
many other duties at the Library.  Also 
honoured were generous book donors 
who have entrusted their precious 
books to Waiapu, in the knowledge 
that they will be used and appreciated.

   Another generous donation has 
enabled the purchase of audio visual 
resources such as CDs and DVDs, 
and these are also available for general 
borrowing.  As mentioned in an 
earlier column please email me and 
I’ll post you the books or resources.   
Instructions for accessing the Kinder 
Library catalogue have been sent to 
all parishes.  If you’d like to see the 
library for yourself, just come into the 
Diocesan offices in Napier.

Books aren’t the answer to everything 
of course, and much as I love them 
nothing substitutes for going places 
and meeting people and forging 
relationships face to face.  It is much 

Oenone Woodhams

starters – this is a great easy-to-use 
resource with imaginative ideas and 
flexible material.  It invites you to adapt 
to suit your family and circumstances 
and creates the space to talk about faith 
together.  Discounts are available for 
bulk orders so if you know of a family 
who would appreciate a resource like 
this contact me (jo@waiapu.com) and 
I am happy to arrange an order.

We also need to pay attention to our 
seasonal context and as we experience 
the annual pre-Christmas frenzy that 
goes on all around us, we need to be 
people who bring a particular focus to 
the season and who make sure that the 
incarnation of Jesus is at the heart of all 
our celebrations.  We have a wonderful 
opportunity to make Jesus known, to 
connect with children and families in 
our communities because they love to 
hear what Christmas is really all about, 
and both children and parents are often 

Vision in Action!

Lately I’ve spent a bit of time 
in the yards helping with 
docking, and drenching 
ewes.  As I wrestled my way 

through a pen full of sheep the other 
day I wondered how this kind of work 
fits with our diocesan vision – let’s 
face it the sheep aren’t too bothered 
about knowing Jesus and making Jesus 
known!  But then I realised that my life 
on the farm is a vital part of my life as a 
priest, just as being a wife and mother 
is also a vital part of that life.  It is part 
of who I am, and it is at the heart of 
community life in Weber.  My faith 
and my ministry are born out of this 
context and it informs everything I do.

Every one of us will be shaped and 
will act according to our context, and 
it is important that we pay attention 
to the many ways this happens.  We 
will come to know Jesus through 
our life experience and through the 
people of faith we meet along the 
way, and for our children the most 
powerful influence in that process 
will be their parents.

This year a new resource has been 
released for families to share faith 
together.  It’s called “Faithbox” and it 
is designed to be used for a 20 minute 
family session once a week.  There is a 
curriculum provided and suggestions 
for games, activities and discussion 

View from the cafe
Jo Crosse

grateful if there is some kind of activity 
or holiday programme available 
locally.  With this in mind a new 
diocesan resource has been developed 
called “Christmas Discovery” and it 
provides general guidelines, tips, and 
templates for programmes from a few 
hours to several days.  It will be most 
helpful for people who would like to 
lead some kind of holiday activity or 
programme but aren’t sure where to 
begin, or maybe to take an existing 
programme in a new direction.  If you 
haven’t seen a “Christmas Discovery” 
manual yet and would like one then 
once again feel free to contact me at 
jo@waiapu.com.

Time to get back to the yards!

From the ministry educator
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his fall from grace and that he is not listed for 
remembrance in our NZ Prayer Book. Even 
so “We have this treasure in clay jars” as Paul 
wrote of Christians. Clay jars, he reminded 
us, can be broken and discarded, as Colenso 
was, but the remarkable thing was his finding 
his way out of brokenness and darkness into 
a new and useful life. Like many Christians, 
and perhaps ourselves, he showed not 
attractiveness, but the essential characteristic, 
the sheer persistence of faith. 

The conference was organized by the Hawke’s 
Bay Museum & Art Gallery.  DVDs of all the 
presentations and, if possible, transcripts, will 
be available.

the Museum. 
•	 The later life of Wiremu, his son by Ripeka, 

including William’s providing his son with 
a still existing house in Penzance.

•	 His efforts as first H.B. School Inspector 
sternly reproving teachers when not up to 
the mark and his warm friendship with the 
children.

•	 How he saw himself as an explorer, 
modelled on his reading of the journeys of 
Mungo Park in Africa.

•	 There is a NZ Colenso Society. The 
current president is Ian St. George, orchid 
specialist. 

•	 In his public life period, around the 1860’s 
and 70’s he was always in print, colourfully, 
eloquently, sharply and controversially. 

•	 His many writings provide an enlightening 
window into the life or our forbears of the 
nineteenth century.

Above all, William,  the complex man, not 
bothered by tact or deference to the powerful, 
passionate about the truth and justice, 
particularly  (but not consistently) to Maori. 
Peter Wells spoke of his endlessly enquiring 
mind, being never an impartial witness, as 
the eternal outsider, yet passionately seeking 
intellectual acceptance as a Fellow of the Royal 
Society. Wells also called him Our Mutual 
Friend, someone for whom we can feel a bond 
of affection. For all that Colenso has also been 
described as domineering, dogmatic, and other 
harsh adjectives. 

At the service at Waiapu Cathedral Bishop 
John Bluck owned that he would not have 
enjoyed meeting the man.   John Bluck said it 
is not surprising that it took the Church forty 
years to accept this awkward personality after 

At the two hundredth anniversary of 
William’s birth the recent Napier 
conference had as an avowed aim 
to bring him into the twenty-

first century. “I have found a way of walking 
and talking with William Colenso”, claimed 
Peter Wells, author of the newly published 
life, The Hungry Heart.  Many of us know 
Colenso at least as the C.M.S. printer and 
missionary, even if not aware of more sides of 
this extraordinary man. His many facets drew 
some ninety participants to the conference, all 
desiring a closer acquaintance. We heard from 
at least fifteen speakers, descendants, including 
family historians and those with specialist 
skills in orchids, and botany generally, politics, 
nineteenth century exploration, printing, 
education, a local environmental project. 
Keith Newman’s paper ensured his missionary 
contribution was not forgotten.  

For me the deluge of information was like a 
rapid tour through an enormous continent;  the 
land flying past the windows of a fast moving 
train, brief stops for a lecture at  a historic 
settlement, a university, a church, a mountain, 
a forest,  a village,  a famous person’s home.

One gap which the organisers endeavoured, 
but were not successful in filling, was a Maori 
viewpoint. 

Highlights and new things for me were:
•	 The lively intellectual life of provincial 

Penzance, Cornwall, his home town, linked 
to his later efforts in the Hawkes’s Bay and 
the New Zealand Insititute, forerunners of 

Walking with colenso
Jon Williams reflects on the William Colenso 
symposium.

community connections that do not 
put requirements and rules in first 
place; that do not offer conditional 
love but unconditional acceptance; are 
the ways we should be making Jesus 
known.  

Mark Twain once said, “Action speaks 
louder than words but not nearly as 
often.”  A salutary reminder that as we 
go about our daily lives, people notice 
how we are, and therefore who we are 
by what we do.  And so I celebrate 
those in our parishes big and small, 
who are making Jesus known just by 
being themselves.

Until next time... Shalom,
Oenone Woodhams.

Dio library opening Oenone, 
Helen Greenwood, Bishop David.

From the ministry educator
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point where we want to share with the rest of 
the Diocese our dream: That every praying 
community has children, young people and 
their families as an integral part of every aspect 
of that community’s life.

Key to developing this vision will be the 
RYMFs, DYMF and CaFÉ , along with the 
BC’s (Bishop’s Chaplains) and ME (Ministry 
Educator) getting out and about amongst 
clergy and parish leaders to share this vision.

If you haven’t had one of our Staff team catch up 
with you yet, you can always contact the RYMF 
in your area to discover more. Remember the 
RYMF, DYMF and CaFÉ roles are resourcing, 
encouraging, enabling and facilitating rather 
than programme provision.

Oversight Group was considered to be the ideal 
nomenclature for the emphasis we wanted 
to place in the face of a changing church and 
society. But as a UFOG we quickly realised 
that we were not addressing everyone “Under 
Forty”. There were gaps in the ministry we were 
striving to provide, e.g. we were not relating to 
those in their 20’s and 30’s. Nor were we able to 
consider singles, or couples with no children. 
And we realised we needed to firm up the 
accountability process. Having lost the “under 
forties” and the “oversight” we are currently 
left with “The Group”.

But do not be fooled into thinking we are 
not developing a very clear vision for this 
important ministry area which we do touch. 
Two intensive visioning days have come to the 

Y ou could be forgiven for wondering 
if the Children, Youth and 
Families ministry in the Diocese 
talks in a secret code. We have 

RYMFs and a DYMF and even a CaFÉ, and 
this article is about these roles, vision and the 
transforming of the Under Forties Oversight 
Group (UFOG) into “The Group”. Are you 
lost yet? Let me explain.

A key part of the life of the Diocese of 
Waiapu has always been its emphasis on 
Youth Ministry. For more than twenty years 
now each region has had a RYMF (Regional 

Adrienne Bruce, chairperson of “The Group”, 
explores vital missional ministry for the key 
area children, youth and families ministry.

Youth Ministry Facilitator), even if initially 
these people had different titles, who focussed 
on youth ministry in the three regions of 
the Diocese. Added to this about five years 
ago was a DYMF (Diocesan Youth Ministry 
Facilitator). Each region has had its own 
version of an oversight committee (e.g. 
Hawkes Bay has had another acronym-named 
group: HBAYM or Hawkes Bay Anglican 
Youth Ministries), and for the last year we 
have also employed part-time a Children and 
Families Enabler (or CaFÉ).

The challenge recently has been to retain the 
regional facilitation of parish-based youth 
ministry whilst also creating a cohesive 
vision for Diocesan Children’s, Youth and 
Families Ministry. UFOG – the Under Forties 

children, youth and families ministry in Waiapu

Jocelyn Czerwonka (DYMF) Sandi Hall Jo Keogan Frank Ngatoro (RYMFs) Jo Crosse (CaFÉ)



Leste and Uganda we are helping people grow 
more, in better ways and with good results. 
You can see more about these stories online at  
www.christmasappeal.org,nz.

As the people of God doing liturgy together we 
could bring that purpose and energy back into 
our liturgy, but it will take some teaching, and 
(more difficult) lay assistants and priests will need 
to get out of the habit of giving instructions, 
because it is a habit. Also we struggle with silence 
so when the gospeller moves to the lectern and 
people continue sitting, the reader can’t resist 
saying, “please stand”. But if nothing is said and 
leaders wait, people get the message and will 
stand. Sometimes a gentle hand action will do. We 
are guided by what the person leading is doing. 

All we like sheep have gone astray…

As I move around parishes in the diocese 
and attend morning liturgies I have noticed 
an interesting phenomenon: multiple 
instructions!
“Please stand for the Gospel”, “Please sit for the 
readings”, “Let us pray”…meaning “would you 
please sit or kneel” …or worse: “please sit or 
kneel for the prayers”. 
How long have we been doing liturgy?

Brian Hamilton wonders why Anglicans need 
to be told what to do.

Food, the foundation for life itself, is the 
focus of the 66th Christmas Appeal.  
Photo by Paul Jeffrey of Action by Churches 
Together Alliance, the global partner of CWS.

christchurch quakes and the cWs christmas appeal
we try to apply to all those in need in the wider 
global village.

Returning to the best of times and worst of 
times theme, again it was the worst of times 
for Christian World Service in that we lost our 
offices. Many of us also saw first hand the death 
and destruction the February quake created.

Best of times in that our staff also helped anchor 
relief efforts from international aid agencies and 
amongst the local church communities.

Best too in that we saw how the churches, with or 
without their buildings, became utterly central to 
their communities in supplying food, water and 
support.

The entire experience gave our Christmas Appeal 
preparations a depth and resonance that is 
unique. It also took place against a backdrop of 
mixed messages from central Government.

While our relief effort coordination got praise, 
our funding applications continued to be 

Our food theme for this year’s CWS 
Christmas Appeal hit home when 
the Christchurch earthquakes 
smashed many normal certainties.

We lost offices, reliable food certainty and 
were plunged deep into what Charles  Dickens 
summed up aptly in A Tale of Two Cities as “the 
best of times and the worst of times.”

The best, because we saw directly how the best in 
people came out in crisis. This demonstration of 
practical care was local, national and international.

The post quake visits from Waiapu community 
people into our frayed and at times snow bound 
city was much appreciated. The children of 
Woolston, Aranui and Burwood got lots more fun 
in their holiday programmes though your visit. 
On behalf of Christchurch we thank you.

The aroha we felt then also sums up the spirit that 

declined. What this means effectively is that this 
year we are again a donor-based organisation.
The Christmas Appeal is our main fundraising 
event of the year.

This year the theme is on food, the problems 
and solutions. The problems is that after a few 
promising years, food has risen back up the need 
scale to become the major problem for many 
people. In fact every five seconds on average a child 
dies of hunger related causes. Hunger, famine 
and want are back on the menu for millions more 
people as climate change, economic chaos and 
corporate greed combine to rob people of their 
basic right to food. That’s the problem.

The solutions are in empowering people to take 
charge of their own food production and from 
that base, their economic destiny. It is something 
that here at CWS we have learnt to do very well.

In the Christmas Appeal we showcase some 
examples of how this works, and the tangible 
results it produces. In places as diverse as 
Zimbabwe, Cambodia, Sri Lanka, Timor 

By Pauline McKay, National Director, Christian 
World Service.

How come we don’t know what comes next?

Actually we do… but we politely wait till we 
are asked to stand or sit or kneel. But when I 
attend a Roman Catholic liturgy I am struck 
by the lack of instructions and the sense that 
people own their liturgy and there is a sense of 
everyone moving together. All stand when the 
priest enters. When the Gospel reader moves 
to the front, everyone stands because they 
know that’s what you do. There is a sense of 
purpose and energy!

Visitors are quite capable of copying the rest of us.

Do Anglicans still kneel for prayer? Then let’s do 
it. If people are unable to kneel or don’t want to, 
they can work that out for themselves. We don’t 
need an instruction to “…sit or kneel”.

The instructions (rubrics) are written in the 
Prayer Book, and if the liturgy is on PowerPoint, 
the instructions may be written there. But do 
we need them? No we don’t! Let’s get some 
movement back into liturgy!
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Just what the future shape of ministry will be in 
Flaxmere from an Anglican perspective remains 
to be seen. But the prevailing conviction is that 
this church closure is simply a pause as we re-
assess our regional and diocesan obligations to 
such a ministry. For those who live and work 
there know it to be a place of opportunity, and a 
creative and diverse suburb to be in.

came “Rogernomics” and a series of difficult 
financial years for St Clare’s and the Diocese.  It’s 
clear now that the Diocese was not adequately 
equipped both theologically and socially to deal 
with this unique suburb, a community with 
many strengths and attractions, but also within 
it probably the greatest social needs in the whole 
of Hawke’s Bay.

We remember the efforts of the Rev’d Bill Naera, 
the first minister of the cooperating venture, 
and his successor the Rev’d Ivan Dunnit; also 
the ministries of Joyce Crawford, Ray Dunlop, 
Margaret Thompson, Erice Fairbrother, Ruth 
Dewdney and Kirsten Dawson from Tikanga 
Pakeha. Alongside them were the members of 
the Tikanga Maori team who made St Clare’s 
their spiritual base - Vickie Hagen, Dinah 
Lambert, Pauline Cracknell, Vaine Wilson, 
Denise Hemi and Brenda Parker. Many other 
clergy have also provided leadership and 
services on a regular basis. Throughout this 
time there has been a steady lay support and 
leadership in the persons of Denise Howat, 
Margaret Taylor, Brian Hobson, Margaret 
Merry and Lorna Astridge. 

Currently the foodbank continues to offer 
assistance to people in need. Our thanks are due 
to the Rev’d Dorothy Brooker, Margaret and 
Brian, and supported by a  dedicated group from 
St Luke’s, Havelock North, Jean and Jim Young 
and Bill Williams,  who warmly support and 
counsel those who come.  This project has been 
now relocated to the nearby Baptist church, 
but still under the Anglican umbrella.  The 
foodbank continues to rely on the generosity of 
food and monetary gifts from all the Hastings 
and Havelock North parishes.

There were mixed emotions among 
the congregation when, on a 
weekday in October, Bishop David 
de-consecrated St Clare’s church in 

Flaxmere in suburban of Hastings. After all, 
the church had had a forty year presence in 
this community. It was there as the first few 
houses of this new housing estate were built. It 
began as a cooperating parish of Presbyterians, 
Methodists and Anglicans – when Church 
Union dominated the agendas of church life.  
In September this year the land adjoining the 
church was sold to Te Taiwhenua Trust for 
superannuitant housing, while the St Clare’s 
building has been taken over by Aged Concern.

The last act of worship included a Eucharist 
and de-consecration prayer, presided over by 
Bishop David. Then followed many spontaneous 

“The Diocese was not adequately equipped 
both theologically and socially to deal with this 
unique suburb.” Bill Bennett reports.

reflections by people associated with St Clare’s 
– stories of extraordinary friendships, a 
welcoming atmosphere, callings to ordained 
and lay ministries in both tikanga Maori and 
tikanga Pakeha, and challenges as to how to 
maintain such a large building.  We are not used 
to closing things down like this, so there was a 
strong sense of nostalgia and sadness. 

St Matthew’s Church, Hastings, originally 
helped establish the complex by mortgaging 
its assets in order to erect St Clare’s as its part 
in this cooperative enterprise. St Andrew’s, 
the Presbyterian church in Hastings, was 
responsible for the building of the Manse, and 
the Methodists provided the furnishings. 

The cooperating parish ended in 1980 with the 
Anglicans taking over responsibility and Bishop 
Peter Atkins dedicated the church in the name of 
St Clare’s. The big question was how to effectively 
resource and support ministry, ordained and lay, 
in this suburb. Hard on the heels of its dedication 

When the road runs out
st clare’s, Flaxmere at the end of an era

Bishops Murray and Brown outside St Clare’s.

Past and present staff and clergy.

Congregation at deconsecration.



Looking Back
Stephen Donald

conducted by Dean Hovell, assisted by the Bishop 
of Waiapu [Leonard Williams]. The Rev. T. A. 
Cato, preaching at the Cathedral last night from 
the text “It is finished,” made feeling reference 
to the death of the late Rev. William Colenso, 
and said that he felt sure the people of Napier, 
especially the poor, would greatly miss the many 
benevolent actions of the deceased gentleman. 
He referred to Mr Colenso as an early pioneer of 
the colony, and one who had gone through many 
trials and vicissitudes, with exemplary patience 
and forbearance. The choir, after the sermon, sang 
the hymn “Days and moments swiftly flying,” and 
at the conclusion of the service Mr Sharp played 
the “Dead March” from “Saul,” the choir and 
congregation remaining standing. 

Messrs C. H. Edwards, E. W. Knowles, and J. B. 
Fielder [diocesan secretary] are the executors 
of the will of the late Mr Colenso. The deceased 
leaves £1000 to be invested by the Mayor and 
Councillors, and divided annually amongst 20 
of the poorest families of Napier. The sum of 

Funeral of William Colenso.

Colenso gets little mention in the official 
records of the Diocese of Waiapu, his 
dismissal in 1852 predating Waiapu’s 
formation, and only brief reference 

being made in synod reports following Bishop 
Edward Stuart’s granting him permission to 
officiate in 1889. His ‘redemption’ by Stuart and 
subsequent locum ministry in southern Hawke’s 
Bay, particularly in Woodville parish, were of great 
significance to the elderly former missionary. The 
Hawke’s Bay Herald reports as follows:

‘The funeral of the late Rev. William Colenso 
took place yesterday afternoon, and was attended 
by a very large number of settlers from all parts 
of the district. Amongst the wreaths sent was one 
from the congregation of the parish in Woodville, 
where Mr Colenso often preached, in token of 
loving remembrance. 

The service at the graveside was impressively 

£600 is bequeathed to the annual purchase of 
prizes for children attending the State schools in 
Napier, £600 for poor and distressed seamen or 
other strangers desiring assistance and £500 to 
be invested for the object of assisting discharged 
prisoners from Napier gaol, £200 to the Hawke’s 
Bay Philosophical Society, which body also 
receives all his dried plants, specimens, natural 
history specimens, framed portrait of Sir J. 
Hooker and Allan Cunningham, an enlarged 
photograph of the donor, and a photo of an 
ancient bronze bell with Tamil inscription, found 
in New Zealand, all these gifts to be held in trust 
by Mr S. Hill and Dr. Spencer and Mr J. W. Carlile 
(the two latter deceased since the signing of the 
will). The bell referred to goes to the Colonial 
Museum, Wellington, which also receives a copy 
of the New Testament in Maori, printed by Mr 
Colenso at Paihia, Bay of Islands, in 1837; £100 is 
bequeathed to the Anglican Church, Woodville, 
to be devoted to the completion of the chancel in 
memory of Bishop Stuart; his theological works 
to the Waiapu Diocesan Library, as well as a 

William Colenso.

Beachaven Community House celebrates 10 years in Papamoa

demonstrates. The gathering included all-ages 
from the elderly, many of whom have enjoyed 
Rummikub each week for the last 10 years, to 
youngsters who, along with their mothers have 
been part of the music groups and playgroups 
as well as after-school youth groups since 
Beachaven’s inception in August 2001. The 
Reverend Adrienne Bruce briefly told the story 
of how the house was opened as a place for 
the local community to gather in the days 
before the current bus service was established. 

In spite of the weather proving a trial over the 
last two weeks for those seeking to pump oil 
out of the Rena, the day for the 10th birthday 
celebrations of Beachaven Community House 
dawned fine and sunny on-shore in Papamoa 
East. A gathering of approximately 120 people 
were welcomed by The Reverend Arthur 
Bruce (Papamoa Missioner and a trustee of 
the Waiapu Anglican Social Services Trust 

Adrienne Bruce looks back, and forward. Board under whom the Community House 
operates) and The Reverend Joe Le’ota (one of 
the Beachaven staff members) in a truly three 
tikanga whaikōrero, responded to on behalf of 
the visitors by Pirini Edwards from Te Wānanga 
o Aotearoa, who currently have two social 
work students on placement at Beachaven. The 
Manager, Gale Gordon, staff and volunteers 
have worked hard over the last few months to 
put together a gathering which demonstrated 
the aroha and community care Beachaven 

complete subscriber’s set of the Transactions of 
the New Zealand Institute, and the MSS. of the 
“Census of the Maori Population of Hawke’s Bay 
and Neighborhood,” as taken at the request of 
the Bishop of New Zealand in 1845. The Maori 
Dictionary manuscripts go to the Government, 
on certain terms, and the deceased’s scientific 
books are included in his general estate.’ 

Hawke’s Bay Herald 13 February 1899, Page 3.
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Beachaven became the place where mothers 
and their children could make new friendships 
when they moved into the area. It has truly 
been a place of gathering seeking to respond 
to current community-expressed needs. In 
line with the kawa of Beachaven the kai was 
fantastic and there was a programme for the 
children and live music for the older visitors. 
City Councillor, Murray Guy responded with 
appreciation for what Beachaven provides for 
the community.
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Leaving behind the language 

that traps us

for discipleship? Can we move from a model 
of pastoral care that is not heavily focussed on 
meeting needs, to one that builds the body of 
Christ? “Look at Jesus - calling people to change; 
and if they didn’t accept his challenge, he let them 
go, he didn’t run after them.  People came to Jesus 
for care and he invited them to become disciples.
Transformation encapsulates Erice’s writing. 
Her reflections on Galatians, new expressions 
in worship, new iconography for Holy Week, 
and her work on transformative pastoral care all 
express her passion for a re-imaged faith. Be it 
words, art or theology, here is writing that takes 
the reader and the viewer to an “earth that gives 
speech to the heart”. 

for example; maybe she just grabbed a towel 
from her washing basket to wipe the bloodied 
face of Jesus. “In the image of the washing 
basket the simple, the everyday things become 
tools for extra-ordinary actions.” Erice helps us 
revisit what we know so well.  The viewer will 
find new passion images: a cell phone (bullying/
condemnation), a fireman’s helmet (taking up 
the cross for another), or car keys (Mary/parents 
afraid for their teenage children).  “Creating 
everyday modern icons brings the community 
into the iconography of the faith and vice versa.”
Erice is currently working on her own book 
where she asks: “Is it possible in a mission centred 
church for pastoral ministry to be a primary tool 

Erice has had a busy year. In the midst 
of settling into her new parish of 
Otumoetai and continuing a number of 
diocesan commitments, she has written 

for international and NZ publications, and is in 
the process of writing her own book.

Invited to contribute daily readings to the 2011 
edition of the International Bible Reading 
Association Words for Today Erice provided a 
week on Galatians alongside Jewish and other 
Christian academics, theologians and well 
known writers like Jim Cotter.

June saw several liturgical pieces published 
by Pilgrim Press in a collection titled: Gifts in 
open hands – More worship resources for the 
global community. Her work includes blessings, 
dismissals, poetry, Eucharistic gatherings and 
offertories that are quite distinctive. “I was 
trying to leave behind the language that traps 
us.  The most liturgical word you will find in my 
writing is ‘amen’. Where I have used words like 
‘God’, ‘Christ’ and ‘Spirit’ they are linked right 
into the community response, for example: 
‘God has spoken to you, speak well of others’. I 
wanted to capture the sense of the human and 
divine reality of the incarnation. Expressed in 

Erice Fairbrother talks to Noel Hendery about 
publications she has contributed to this year, 
and the theology behind her writings.

Christ who was one of us, how much more is 
the incarnation expressed in us? Our language 
needs to reflect that.”

These pieces were the result of asking whether 
it is possible to write theology without being 
trapped in past linguistic expressions.  How can 
we express the tensions and the truth of where we 
are right now in the God story? Can the language 
of worship do that?  And if we do where will it 
lead us?

“To re-position God beyond words is to open us 
up to worship differently. The real challenge lies 
in having the courage to take leave of language 
that is no longer life-giving, seeking new places 
that speak to us. I guess it is summed up for 
readers in the poem “Taking Leave” which 
finishes with the following stanza:

I find in this bush that is wordless,
Where light is at ease with the dark,
A greening on paths that are endless
And earth that gives speech to the heart.”

Erice continues exploring new imagery in a new 
book “A time in Lent – A Lenten Studies in our 
place and our time”. This NZ resource for Lent 
by Carole Hughes includes an “Installation Art 
Work” by Erice: “Veronica’s Washing Basket: 
Stations of the Cross for Holy Week”. The work 
re-imagines the traditional 14 Stations. Veronica 

Erice Fairbrother.


